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There is a lot of sex toys out there, but what do they do? 

How to choose your first sex toy 

When you're buying your first sex toy, your budget will probably be one of the biggest factors in choosing the 

perfect toy. Starting with less expensive sex toys is a good way to experiment, but just getting the cheapest thing 

in the sale without thinking about if it's right for you may lead to disappointment. Remember to look at customer 

reviews as well as price. 

Luxury sex toys, like the Lelo Ina Wave Luxury USB Rechargeable 10 Function Rabbit Vibrator really are worth the 

extra spend: they're made from better quality materials, they'll last longer and they're usually rechargeable so 

you can recoup the cost of batteries. However, it's sensible to know what you like before you splash out on an 

expensive toy that will be with you for the long haul. We've put together some tips below to help you choose the 

best sex toy for you, first time round! 
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What do you like? 

I'm a WOMAN looking for... Try a... 

External clitoral stimulation Clitoral Vibrator, Bullet Vibrator, Extra Powerful Vibrators 

Internal vaginal or G-spot stimulation Dildo, Classic Vibrator, G-Spot Vibrator 

Both clitoral and vaginal stimulation Rabbit Vibrator 

Lifelike look and feel Realistic Dildo, Realistic Dildo Vibrator 

Something very discreet Mini Vibrator, Extra Quiet Vibrator 

I'm a MAN looking for... Try a... 

Lifelike look and feel Realistic Vagina, Fleshlight 

Discreet and non-anatomical Male Masturbator, TENGA Toy 

Prostate stimulation Prostate Massager 

We're a COUPLE looking for... Try a... 

A sex toy to improve sex Vibrating Cock Ring, Cock Ring 

A sex toy to use together on him Male Masturbator, TENGA Toy 

A sex toy to use together on her Bullet Vibrator, Remote Control Vibrator 

Something a bit kinky Blindfold, Feather Tickler, Pair of Handcuffs 
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What to look out for 

1. Check the details 

When you've spotted a toy in your budget that takes your fancy, check the details on the product page carefully. 

• How it measures up: Find out just how big that toy is. More important than the overall length is the 

insertable length, as is the diameter. Will it be a comfortable fit for you? 

• How it feels: A toy can look rigid in the product picture, when it's actually a flexible friend. Check the 

nitty gritty of the material specifications here, and take note of whether you can take the toy into the 

bathroom for underwater play - submersible toys are also easier to keep clean. 

• Power and speed: Check exactly what types of vibration are in store, as well as what type of power the 

toy takes and what batteries you need for your sex toy. 

2. Watch the videos 

The most popular products on Mr Grey have videos that demonstrate how they work. As well as showing you how 

the sex toy works and what it will do for you, seeing a toy in someone's hands is another great way to check that 

your first sex toy is the right size for you. You can also get a good sense of how loud a toy is from a video 

demonstration. 

3. Read online reviews 

You will find a lot of google and youtube reviews of most products. These could assist you in making an informed 

decision. 

4. Filters 

Mr Grey has built in filters to assist with your product choice: Pleasure zone, waterfriendly, speed, power source, 

vibration level, noise level, diameter, type, material etc 
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Types Of Products 

 

So you're looking for a vibrator but not sure where to start in our vibrators category? With a vast array of shapes, 

sizes, designs and functions, our vibrators section can be confusing for those looking to buy their first vibe. This 

guide will teach you how to tell a bullet from a butterfly vibe and help you choose the vibrators that will best 

enhance masturbation and sex with your partner. 

 

Bullet Vibrator 

The most popular choice for a first toy and ideal for couples, these miniature 
vibrators are built for precision and their name comes from their resemblance 
to spitzer bullets in size and shape. Because they're usually 5-8 cm long, they 
usually use smaller LR44 watch batteries or N batteries but there are 
rechargeable varieties like the Fifty Shades of Grey Pure Pleasure Vibrating 
Bullet. Bullet vibes are ideal for women who are looking for direct clitoral 
stimulation during masturbation or sex. The small size of bullet vibes makes 
them ideal for use while having penetrative sex without causing obstruction to 
either partner. 
 
Suggestion: Start with Fifty Shades of Grey Vibrating Bullet 

Fifty Shades of Grey Vibrating Bullet 

Code: FSOG40167 

 

 

Classic Vibrators 

These vibrators offer an insertable phallic shape in a discreet style. They can be used 
for direct clitoral stimulation but are designed primarily for insertion. These types of 
vibrators were originally marketed as personal massagers and their suggested use was 
soothing aches and pains. Classic vibrators offer an inexpensive way to experiment with 
insertable vibrators and are often multispeed with a twist-base operation. 
 
Suggestion: Stoys Noemi Vibrator 

 
Stoys Noemi Vibrator 

Code: 630000010738 

 

 

Rabbit Vibrator 

The all-singing, all-dancing vibrator. Rabbit vibrators come in a variety 
of styles but they all have one thing in common - a clitoral stimulator 
that branches away from the main shaft, allowing for simultaneous 
clitoral and internal stimulation. Some rabbit vibrators include a special 
rotating or thrusting motor in the upper shaft that allows the tip of the 
shaft to spin in circles, rock from side to side or thrust upward to better 
simulate the sensations of penetrative sex. This prevents the need to 
move the vibrator once it has been inserted and ensures clitoral contact 
is never lost. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey Greedy Girl G-Spot USB Rechargeable 
Rabbit Vibrator 

Fifty Shades of Grey Greedy Girl G-Spot 
USB Rechargeable Rabbit Vibrator 

Code: FSOG54811 
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Clitoral Vibrators 

The term ‘clitoral vibrator’ refers to any vibrator designed with stimulating the 
clitoris as its main aim. Their shapes are tailored for direct clitoral stimulation and 
offer shapes from a simple point-like tip to a cup that surrounds the clitoris. Clitoral 
vibrators tend to be larger than bullet vibrators to accommodate larger batteries and 
bigger motors, making them more powerful. They can also be used to stimulate a 
larger area, making them great for grinding up against. Most clitoral vibes are meant 
to be used externally but some can be used internally as well. Some clit vibes have a 
point on the end for pinpoint clitoral stimulation, while others are designed to rest 
comfortably on the vulva.  
 
A small discreet clitoral vibrator is a good choice for a first vibrator. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey Wickedly Tempting Clitoral Vibrator 

 Fifty Shades of Grey Wickedly 
Tempting Clitoral Vibrator 

Code: FSOG52425 

 

 

G Spot Vibrator 

G-spot vibrators are internal vibrators, these curvy vibes are designed to 
stimulate the most sensitive part of the vagina - the G-spot - during 
penetration. They are usually much more firm than a clitoral vibrator 
and have a curved tip to stimulate the G-spot. G-spot vibrators usually 
feature an upward curve and a girthy head to ensure maximum 
stimulation for this sensitive spot. G-spot stimulation is associated with 
female ejaculation or squirting, making G-spot vibrators a popular way 
to experiment.These vibrators can also be used externally to stimulate 
the clitoris as well 
 
Suggestion: Lelo Gigi 2 Rechargeable G-Spot Vibrator 

Lelo Gigi 2 Rechargeable G-Spot Vibrator 

Code: LEL7845 
 

 

Finger Vibrators 

Finger vibrators are actually worn on one or more fingers so that you can put direct 
pressure on the clitoris. Some finger vibes can even be used internally! These 
vibrators are designed to slide over your finger to offer you the best-possible 
control over your pleasure. Finger vibrators are usually tiny bullet vibrators 
mounted in a textured sleeve that can be worn as a ring or simply slide over your 
fingertip. Either you or your partner can wear a finger vibrator to enhance 
penetrative sex, allowing you to stimulate the clitoris without having to hold onto a 
bullet which can be slippery work when there’s lube involved. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey Secret Touching Finger Vibe 

 

 Fifty Shades of Grey Secret 
Touching Finger Vibe 

Code: FSOG59955 
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Wand Vibrator 

These vibrators were originally marketed to be used to relieve back and 
neck pain but make incredible clitoral stimulators, a discovery that 
boosted sales of this kind of vibrator the world over. They boast some of 
the most powerful vibrations sex toys have to offer. Wand 
vibrators have a large handle topped by a large squeezy head that 
contains a powerful vibrating motor. Wands are now available in 
wireless versions, either rechargeable or powered by C batteries. These 
vibrators allow you to give your partner a relaxing and erotic massage. 
With special textures to excite the nerve endings and make the nerves 
tingle, they can soothe away aches and pains but also offer exciting 
stimulation for your most sexy parts. 
 
Suggestion: Lelo Smart Wand Large Rechargeable Vibrator 

Lelo Smart Wand Large Rechargeable 
Vibrator Code: LEL8265 

 

 

 

Couples Vibrator 

Couples vibrators are to be used while having sex. Usually, 
one part stimulates the clitoris and the other part goes 
inside the vagina and stimulates the G-spot. Meanwhile, the 
penis fits inside as well so that both partners feel the 
vibrations. 
 
Suggestion: We-Vibe Sync Remote & App Control Adjustable 
Couple's Vibrator  

We-Vibe Sync Remote & App Control Adjustable 
Couple's Vibrator Purple Code: WEVSNSYSG4 

 

 

Special Vibrators 

Svakom Siime Sex Selfie Stick USB Rechargeable Video Camera Vibrator films your 
arousal from inside so you can watch yourself climax from within, or share the view 
with your lover via FaceTime. Code: 670000032500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sqweel 2 Oral Sex Simulator features a wheel with 10 lapping silicone tongues, 3 

powerful speeds. Code: LOVH35446 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Womanizer W500 Pro USB Rechargeable Clitoral Stimulator - clitoral sucker really 
elevates sensation, drawing delicate spots in to provide insistent stimulation that's then 
exacerbated by 8 speed vibrations. Code: WOMW500MAL 
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When you want straight-forward satisfaction, you should reach for a dildo. Available in many different colours, 

shapes and sizes, dildos are designed to provide penetrative pleasure unlike anything else. Although they may not 

rotate, vibrate or pulsate, dildos give you the kind of pleasure that you won’t get from anything electrical, so 

choosing the right one is key. 

When you’re starting out with dildos, all you want to do is type ‘nice dildo’ into Google and be presented with a 

single result which is the perfect dildo for you! Sadly, the world of dildos doesn’t work quite like that, but we’ve 

devised a category system which should help. 

 

Glass Dildos 

Made of solid borosilicate glass, these dildos aren’t as delicate as they 
look. In fact, glass dildos are very durable and can be used hot or cold, 
without the fear of them cracking, smashing or chipping.  
 
The firm material is wonderful for G-spot or prostate stimulation and 
the smooth glass makes insertion easy and comfortable.  
 
Glass dildos are also easy to keep hygienically clean, so they're brilliant 
for anal use too. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey Drive Me Crazy Glass Massage Wand 

Fifty Shades of Grey Drive Me Crazy Glass 
Massage Wand Code: FSOG40175 

 

 
 

 

Metal Dildos 

The phrase ‘don’t knock it, until you’ve tried it’ rings very true when it 
comes to metal dildos. Heavy and rigid, they don’t sound very 
appealing but the high-shine finish is easy on the eye and the cool 
sensation they create feels great when used internally. Metal dildos are 
also super smooth, allowing for easy penetration, which is great for 
beginners who might be scared of the sensations. 
Leading brand njoy are the masters of metal toys and each product in 
the range has superb reviews! 
 
Suggestion: njoy Eleven Extra Large Stainless Steel Dildo 

njoy Eleven Extra Large Stainless Steel 
Dildo Code: NJO011 

 

 

Realistic Dildos 

Realistic dildos are so popular because they look like the real thing and, 
more importantly, they feel like the real thing too. Available in all 
different sizes and shapes (just like real penises!), realistic dildos are 
good for beginners as they’re easy to handle, easy to use and are shaped 
to fit perfectly. 
 
Suggestion: Tantus Realdoe Wireless Strap On Double Dildo 

 

 Tantus Realdoe Wireless Strap On 
Double Dildo Code: 610000010361 
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Dildos Harnesses & Kits 

If you’re planning on enjoying pegging or strap-on sex with your 
partner, then this is where to look! You’ll find a selection of harnesses, 
some with compatible dildos supplied with them. 
Beginners will appreciate the kits as they're easy to use and come ready 
to wear. If you’ve enjoyed strap-on sex before but are looking to 
update your harness collection, take a look here for a variety of hard-
wearing and durable harnesses that will easily fit compatible dildos that 
you already own. 
 
Suggestion: Tantus Bend Over Unisex Intermediate Vibrating Strap-On 

Harness with 2 Dildos 

Tantus Bend Over Unisex Strap-On 

Code: 670000030243 

 

 

Special Dildos 

Special dildo’s like the Mystim Mighty Merlin is made from medical aluminum and 
provide soft tingling, rhythmic pulsating or sensuous pushing sensations to the vagina 

or anus.  
 
Suggestion: Mystim Mighty Merlin Electrostimulation Dildo 

 
Mystim Mighty Merlin 

Electrostimulation Dildo 

Code: MYS46160 
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As we get older, and after pregnancy, it's not unusual to experience the odd leak here and there, and a lack of 

sexual sensation. Kegel Exercisers are designed to help strengthen the muscles, ligaments and fibres in your 

pelvic floor to help keep control of your bladder, bowel, and wind, whilst adding that 'zing' for a satisfying love-

life too! It's never too late to start kegel exercises to reverse the signs of ageing in your pelvic floor, regain 

control and enjoy a satisfying love-life. No matter how weak or strong your pelvic floor is right now, you will be 

able to improve it with kegel exercises. 

 

Kegel Balls 

Kegel balls, also called Ben-Wa balls, are small weighted devices that 
can help strengthen a woman's vaginal and pelvic floor muscles. Also 
used for vaginal stimulation and to increase arousal.  
The first step is to isolate / find your pubococcygeus (PC) muscle. This 
is the muscle your kegel ball exercises will work. Move as if you were 
trying to stop your urine mid-stream. The muscle you contract is the PC 
muscle. This is the motion you'll be making as you perform the 
exercises. It feels like squeezing or pulling the pelvic floor muscles up 
toward the lower back. Alternately, you can find this muscle by placing 
a finger in your vagina and squeezing down until you feel the PC muscle 
tighten. 
The second step is to insert the kegel balls and do the exercise. The 
balls can also be used during routine activities like housework, watching 
TV, or sitting in front of the computer. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey Delicious Pleasure Silicone Ben Wa 

Balls 

Fifty Shades of Grey Delicious Pleasure 
Silicone Ben Wa Balls 

Code: FSOG40166 

 

 

Electronic Kegel Exercisers 

With the use of neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) and 
electrical nerve stimulation, electrical impulses are introduced to the 
body by a probe, or electrode pad, which stimulate a contraction 
within the pelvic floor. These contractions exercise the muscles and, 
build strength and tone.  
 
 
Suggestion: Kegel8 Ultra 20 Electronic Pelvic Toner 

 
Kegel8 Ultra 20 Electronic 

Pelvic Toner 

Code: KEG9475 
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Whether you’re looking for something that’s going help you last longer or give extra pleasure, a vibrating cock 

ring could be just what you need. They make excellent couple’s toys and are the perfect way to increase the 

pleasure you both experience during sex. Vibrating cock rings are a best-selling sex toy and tend to be one of the 

first toys couples try. It's easy to see why. Cock rings help boost his size and hardness plus improve his stamina, 

and for her they stimulate her clitoris during sex with a buzzing mini bullet. Offering extra pleasure for both 

partners, it's no wonder cock rings are so appealing. Some of the best positions in which to use a vibrating cock 

ring are her-on-top and missionary as these provide easy access to her clitoris, so the bullet can stimulate her 

more easily. With cock rings, grinding is usually more enjoyable than thrusting as it allows her to maintain 

maximum contact with the bullet. 

 

Vibrating Cock Rings 

If you fancy something a bit special, you should try a vibrating cock ring. 
These have the same erection enhancing qualities of a regular cock ring but 
with a stretchy ring that will fit any size and a vibrating bullet to tantalise her 
clitoris too! 
Made of stretchy materials, vibrating cock rings don’t have a vice-like grip. 
With a vibrating bullet at the top and materials that can easily transfer the 
vibrations beneath, you’ll both get pleasure out of one of these buzzing toys. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey Feel it Baby! Vibrating Cock Ring 

Fifty Shades of Grey Feel it Baby! 
Vibrating Cock Ring 

Code: FSOG48292 

 

 

Rigid Cock Rings 

If you're already accustomed to cock rings a rigid cock ring might be the thing 
for you. These super strong sex toys will firmly grasp the base of the penis 
with an almost chastity-like grip that will keep you going all night long. Many 
rigid cock rings will also fit the testicles, allowing them to be worn securely 
throughout the day. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey A Perfect O Silicone Cock Ring 

 
Fifty Shades of Grey A Perfect O 

Silicone Cock Ring 

Code: FSOG59953 
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Sex toys for men are a relatively new thing. Blow-up dolls and penis pumps have been around for years but these 

are often seen as gag gifts to embarrass your mates. But what about those male sex toys that are designed for 

pleasure, either during solo sex or as foreplay with a partner? Over the past few years, an overwhelming amount 

of sex toys aimed at men have become available. To help you sort the wheat from the chaff, we thought it was 

about time we give you an overview of all our male sex toys, what they do and what to look out for. If you’re 

buying for yourself or your partner, this guide will definitely come in handy. 

 

Male Masturbators 

Available in a range of sizes, shapes, colours and textures, the male 
masturbators category contains male sex toys that are designed to enliven 
any hand job. Small in size but large on stimulation, you’ll find male sex 
toys that stroke, tease, vibrate and swallow you whole! This category also 
contains a range of hands-free masturbation devices for those times when 
you fancy a helping hand… 
 
Suggestion: Hot Octopuss PULSE II Duo Remote Control Vibrating Male 

Masturbator 

Hot Octopuss PULSE II Duo Remote 
Control Vibrating Male Masturbator 

Code: HOTOCTHO3 

 

 

Realistic Vaginas 

Realistic vaginas are male masturbators designed to look and feel just like a 
real woman. 
With fantastic detailing and exciting internal textures made from soft real-
feel material, choose a vagina sex toy to give yourself a seriously intense 
experience. 
 
Suggestion: Pink Lady Stamina Training Unit STU Fleshlight 

 
Pink Lady Stamina Training Unit 

STU Fleshlight 

Code: FLE772 
 

 

Prostate Massagers 

The prostate is a hidden gem, located around 5cm inside the male 
anus, that is just waiting to be discovered and enjoyed! By using a 
prostate massager, you can easily stimulate this special area and 
experience incredible full body orgasms. Many people have often 
reported climaxing from prostate play alone! 
 
Suggestion: Rocks Off Naughty Boy Prostate Massager 

Rocks Off Naughty Boy Prostate Massager 

Code: 670000030188 
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Penis Extentions 

If you want a quick boost to your length and girth, you’ll want to take 
a look at our exciting range of penis extensions. Simply slip one over 
your shaft, secure it in place and give your partner just that little bit 
more! If you’re unhappy with your current penis measurements or you 
fancy trying something a little bit different, a penis extension is a cost 
effective way to experiment with size. 
 
Suggestion: Lidl Extra 3 Inches Penis Extension Sleeve 

 
Lidl Extra 3 Inches Penis 

Extension Sleeve 

Code: 670000030419 
 

 

Penis Enlargers 

Yes, penis pumps exist and they do really work! The suction 
safely engorges the penis, which feels great and increases your 
size. When used regularly, a penis pump will give a long lasting 
increase to penis size. For instant results, place a cock ring over 
the base of the penis before pumping and your shaft will maintain 
its extra length and girth after removing it from the cylinder. 
 
Suggestion: ULT Bathmate Hydromax X30 

ULT Bathmate Hydromax X30 

Code: ULTBATHMATE-X30 
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If undertaken correctly, anal sex can really enhance one’s sexual pleasure. The anus is packed with nerve endings 

that are receptive to stimulation and anal orgasms have been known to happen for women as well as men. 

Read the guide on our blog “How to have pleasurable anal sex” 

 

Anal Beads 

Anal beads are a great way for beginners to explore anal sex. 
They generally consist of a string of smooth plastic, metal or 
glass beads, which get gradually bigger towards the base. 
 
A popular method of using beads is to insert them during sex 
or masturbation and remove at the point of orgasm for a more 
intense climax. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey Pleasure Intensified Silicone 

Anal Beads 

Fifty Shades of Grey Pleasure Intensified Silicone 
Anal Beads Code: FSOG40173 

 

 

Anal Dildos 

Anal dildos are smooth and contoured, and they're generally slimmer in 
girth than normal dildos which makes them great for anal play 
beginners.  
Browse through our great selection of styles to find the best anal dildo 
for you. Some are especially designed for men and target the prostate 
for intense pleasure, while others are completely unisex. For 
experienced users who want deep anal dildo satisfaction, there's also a 
selection of huge anal dildos in every material from glass to silicone. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades Darker Something Darker Glass Butt Plug 

 Fifty Shades Darker Something Darker Glass Butt 

Plug Code: FSOG64502 
 

 

Vibrating Butt Plug 

Why settle for ordinary anal play when you can add a vibrating butt 
plug instead? Offering all the fulfilling satisfaction of a butt plug plus 
the buzzing sensations of a vibrator, a vibrating anal plug gives you the 
the best of both toys. Discover big ones, small ones, and even remote 
controlled ones to enhance your anal fun. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey Delicious Fullness Vibrating Butt Plug 

Fifty Shades of Grey Delicious Fullness Vibrating 

Butt Plug Code: FSOG48291 
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Spice up your sex life with our specially selected range of the very best bondage for beginners. Filled with toys to 

kinkify your love life, browse our selection of light restraints, first time spankers and bondage starter kits and 

start exploring play that's not so vanilla. 

Read the guide on our blog “How to Introduce Bondage to Your Relationship” 

Handcuffs & Restraints 

To tie or to be tied - that is the question. Handcuffs and wrist and ankle restraints 
are perfect for bondage beginners or you can choose bondage rope if you like to be 
tied up in knots. Bondage kits contain everything you need for night after night of 
fun. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey You Are Mine Metal Handcuffs  
Code: FSOG40176 
 
 

Spankers & Ticklers 

Discover new erotic sensations by experimenting with our collection of floggers, 
whips, spankers and paddles. For the ultimate tease, excite your lover’s senses with 
a feather tickler. 
 

Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey Please, Sir Flogger  
Code: FSOG40181 
 
 

Blindfolds & Masks 

Dip a toe into the world of sensory play and inviting role play with the addition of a 
bedroom blindfold or mask.By obscuring the sight of one lover, both lovers benefit 
from improved confidence which allows them to try things they may feel shy about. 
For the wearer, physical sensation is increased and the sense of sexual anticipation 
increases to make lovemaking feel more erotically exciting. 
 

Suggestion: Fifty Shades of Grey No Peeking Soft Twin Blindfold Set  
Code: FSOG40177 
 
 

Nipple & Clitoral 

Never neglect your nipples! Our teasing range of nipple clamps and nipple 
suckers can take you from “Ooooh” to “Eeek” to “Ouch!” with the click of clip. 
Combine a nipple toy with a clit clamp to heighten the sensitivity of your erogenous 
zones and experience all-over orgasms. 
 
Suggestion: Fifty Shades Darker Just Sensation Beaded Clitoral Clamp  
Code: FSOG63953 
 
 

Cock & Ball Toys 

There’s no better way to put your privates on parade. Our Ball stretchers and 
dividers intensify your sex sessions while leather and metal cock straps provide 
unique sensations during intercourse. 
 

Suggestion: Fantasy Latex Cock Ring  

Code: 850000037140 
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Electro Medical 

These sensational electro sex toys use electricity instead of vibrations to 
stimulate your most intimate body parts. 

Powered by batteries or mains, these units and accessories give you a deeper, 
more intense stimulation than vibrating sex toys that tickles and tingles you 
to climax. When used solo you’ll enjoy a range of sensations suited for both 
internal and external stimulation, often leading to hands-free climaxes. When 
using a device you share with a partner you’ll experience the sensual erotic 
tingle wherever you kiss, touch or caress one another, deepening your shared 
pleasure.  

Suggestion: Mystim Mighty Merlin Electrostimulation Dildo 
Code: MYS46160 
 
 

Chasity Device 

Explore orgasm denial and chastity play with a cock cage. We stock all styles, 
from steel cock cages to cock and ball cages with penis plugs for custom 
levels of restraint. 
 

Suggestion: CB-X The Curve Male Chastity Cage Kit 
Code: 700000257595 
 

 

 

 

 

Sex Swings 

Introduce a sex swing to your love life and open up a world of new positions - 
who knew a bedroom door could be erotic? 
 
Suggestion: JOYDIVISION Multi Vario Multi-Position Loveswing Black 
Code: 670000030510 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fetish Clothing 

Our sensual selection of fetish clothing will help you discover your inner 
dominant (or submissive) in the bedroom. Choose from sizzling playsuits, 
provocative corsets and beautiful bras in shiny wet-look fabrics, PVC, latex 
and leather.  
 

Suggestion: Fantasy Thong 
Code: 860000038313 (M) / 860000038314 (L) 
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Which is the Best Lube? 

People who use lubricant have better sex. Just add lube to enhance sex with extra sensations and erotic flavours. 
It eases penetration and makes playing, with or without sex toys, so much more enjoyable. It’s the easiest and 
cheapest way to make every sexual experience you have smoother and more pleasurable. 

I want a lube for… Try a… 

Vaginal sex 

Water-Based Lube, Silicone Lube 

Suggestion:  Pjur Woman Bodyglide 100ml Lubricant 
Code: 300000091333 

Sex toys 

Water-Based Lube, Silicone Lube (do not use with silicone toys) 

Suggestion: Joydivision AQUAglide 200ml 
Code: 300000091219 

Male masturbation 

Water-Based Lube, Silicone Lube (do not use with silicone toys) 

Suggestion: Pjur Original Bodyglide 100ml Lubricant 
Code: 300000091303 

Anal sex 

Anal Lube, Silicone Lube 

Suggestion: Pjur Analyse me! Anal Glide 
Code: 300000091361 

Anal sex toys 

Anal Lube, Silicone Lube (do not use with real-feel or silicone toys) 

Suggestion:  Pjur Analyse me! Anal Glide 
Code: 300000091361 

Increased sensation for her 

Female Orgasm Booster, Warming & Tingling Lubricant 

Suggestion: SHUNGA Secret Garden Orgasm Enhancing Clitoral 
Code: 340000091836 

Increased sensation for him 

Warming & Tingling Lubricant 

Suggestion: SHUNGA Dragon Virility Cream 
Code: 340000091846 

Delay or decreased sensation 

Delay Spray & Cream 

Suggestion: Pjur Superhero Performance Spray 
Code: 300000091359 

Oral Sex 

Flavored Water-Based Lube 

Suggestion: SYSTEM JO H2O Strawberry Kiss 30ml 
Code: 300000090826 
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What is the difference between water-based and silicone lube? 

If a lubricant is water-based, the main ingredient in the lube is water. With silicone lubricant, the main 
ingredient is silicone (usually Dimethicone). Silicone-based means that the lube is mostly comprised of silicone. 

Silicone lube is a water-resistant lube that's safe to use with condoms and ideal for long-lasting lubrication during 
sex. Lots of people love silicone lube as it doesn't end up feeling sticky like a water-based lube does. Silicone lube 
is even waterproof, so it's fantastic for having sex in the batch, shower or swimming pool. 

Silicone sex lube is generally more expensive than water-based lube (because it contains more expensive 
ingredients) but you get a lot for your money. The long-lasting properties mean you won’t need to keep topping 
up your lubrication and you’ll need less of it too. 

One important thing to note is that you can’t use silicone lube with your silicone sex toys, but it’s perfect for 
your glass or plastic toys and ideal for sex. 
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How to Clean Sex Toys 

Everyone wants to keep their sex toys squeaky clean and hygienic, and it's really easy with the right technique 
and cleaning products. 

Sex toy cleaning and storage can be the crucial factor in your pleasure products lasting a lifetime or just a few 
minutes, so read on as we explain how to look after your prized toy collection. 

Make sure your sex toys are cleaned before and after you use them to ensure optimum hygiene. The only thing 
you need for the cleaning process is hot water, a good quality sex toy cleaner and a clean dry towel or kitchen 
roll. 

To clean, give your toys a quick rinse and then spray them with JoyDivision Clean & Safe or Pjur Medical Clean 
Spray. Leave it for 30 seconds or so, and then clean any stubborn areas (such as ridges or nodules) carefully 
before rinsing all the cleaner off with warm water. 

To dry, you can either leave your toy to air dry on sheets of clean kitchen roll or speed up the process by drying 
with a clean towel. 

By cleaning thoroughly and drying your toys completely, you will prevent dust and bacteria build up and keep 
them looking, feeling and - dare we say it - smelling like new. 

DO clean your toys before and after use  

DO use a sex toy cleaner for extra peace of mind 

DO remove any batteries and close the battery compartments tightly before cleaning 

DO leave your sex toys to air dry thoroughly (laid on kitchen paper is ideal), or dry with a clean towel 

DON'T put your sex toys away before they are totally dry 

DON'T leave your sex toys on a radiator or next to a heat source to dry 

DON'T store your newly cleaned toys together 

 

How to store sex toys 

Sex toys are safe for bodily use, but they can be quite reactive when put next to alike or opposing materials. It is 
vital to be careful when storing your sex toys. If you mix your sex toys (particularly silicone, rubber, latex, 
realistic feel and jelly sex toys) you may soon discover that they start to look melted or slightly misshapen. 

We can't overstate how important it is that you store your sex toys separately if you don't want a nasty surprise 
the next time you reach for your favourite toy. 

By keeping your toys stored completely separately, you'll ensure they last for as long as possible, maximising your 
fun! A lot of luxury sex toys now come with their own pouches and special boxes, allowing you to store them 
individually.  

A cheap and cheerful way to store your sex toys is to use cardboard boxes, envelopes or socks to ensure the 
materials don't touch. 

DO clean your toys before you store them 
DO inspect toys for damage before putting them away 
DO store every single sex toy separately 
DON'T store your toys all together 
DON'T allow any of your toys to touch each other 
DON'T put toys away before they are completely dry 

Suggestion: JoyDivision Clean & Save 100ml 
Code: 310000091459 

 


